We now have four Creation Research Museum projects in three countries: Canada, UK and Australia. It’s also exciting to see the building we have been offered in Wales (picture below). Pastor Adrian and his congregation are being so generous in wanting Creation Research to have a quarter of this new building, to run a second UK Museum. Whilst this Welsh Museum project is at least 2 years from fulfilment, it has certainly been kick started.

**ENGLAND PROJECTS:** Kids enjoy some of the 3000 fossils on display in the Genesis Creation Research Museum in Norfolk run by Joseph Hubbard, who was known for collecting fossils when he was nine years old.

**TASMANIA** Craig Hawkins and the Foley family plus helpers are working hard to get the Tassie Museum project off the ground. Craig Hawkins writes: ‘Praise God for His faithfulness! We are making great progress toward opening our first joint exhibition with Creation Research: “Noah’s Flood: Fact or Fantasy? “God has performed miracles by providing prayer supporters, finances and volunteers to turn this vision into a reality. Our stalactite machine is now working, Noah’s ark model & fossils have arrived and are having cabinets constructed. We are now developing the signs to appear throughout the exhibition. Please continue to uphold our team in prayer as we hope to have the doors open to the public this summer. Our priority needs are funding, protection over our families and available time to complete this project”.

De Arn Foley shares: “The Creation Discovery Centre is behind schedule but progressing well. Very thankful for the work of volunteers such as Rob Zanus (pictured below) who has given up his time and skills helping us with construction and for the many kind donations and prayers of supporters that is helping it come to fruition. We are not wanting to set an opening date at present but watch this space as it draws nearer and please keep praying.”
**MUSEUM ‘GLOBAL’ REPORT**

**Four Museums**

**CANADA** museum news from Martin Legemaate who shares: “It was a fun and informative Creation Weekend at the Creation Research Museum of Ontario 23rd and 24th September as we reopened the museum after a prolonged upgrading. This was the first public event since museum renovations were completed in summer.”

Thanks again to Goodwood Baptist Church for providing the space and supporting Creation Research. Our opening Speaker was Thomas Bailey on “How Do You Know? Who Was There?” and “A Flood of Evidence”. Museum Curator Martin Legemaate continued on Sunday with a Power Point presentation entitled “Drowning Dinos, Flood Evidence from Montana Fossils”. The opening activities included a fossil hunt. Some local oil shale when split open really stank of diesel oil, indicating a past rapid burial of plant and animal matter. It really harmonized well with the Noah’s Flood account! Plus the kids went home with some really good trilobite bits. Mike and daughter (left) are shown splitting open oil shale at the research tables. Check out a specimen of an excellent trilobite tail (Pygidium) (centre). The rock pile in the background (right) was a hit too. Lots of shiny minerals for kids to take home.

**AUSSIE CREATION MUSEUM - JURASSIC ARK** The world's first Fossil Thorn Mural went on display for our Jurassic Ark open day in Australia in September. Designed by Secretary Natalie and erected by Daryl and James, the new mural makes a great point in our Genesis 3 Botanic Thorn Garden, so we can tell people that fossil thorns could have come into existence, only after Adam had sinned because the world was created without thorns. It is also a real challenge for people to realise that since dinosaur fossils are found above the fossil thorns in the rock layers, therefore the dino bones did not get into the rocks until after Adam sinned.

It exposes the crucial vital choice facing geologists, theologians and everyone of us - do we accept the authority of God’s Word, because He was there, and He never lies, and He knows everything? Or do we accept the wilful opinions of men, who were not there in the beginning and who have changed their theories over and over again, and are described by God as “the heart of man is desperately wicked”? Pray for us as we challenge people to realise that this is what the choice really is.